Appeal for Seaweed Experience

Has anyone tried seaweed? Frank Ford has sent us a leaflet concerning S.M.3 which claims notable improvement of structure of clay soils and several marginal benefits. Horticultural journals also are mostly carrying advertisements for seaweed derivative products which seem on the face of them to provide the answer to the clay course greenkeeper's prayer. Can we hear from someone who has tried one of these seaweed products?

Warm in Winter

B.E.A. has now made a "Golf in the Sun" film in 16mm colour. It lasts 30 minutes and features nine European golf centres in eight countries from Scandinavia to the Mediterranean. Apply to B.E.A. "Golf in the Sun", West London Air Terminal, Cromwell Road, London, S.W.7.

New Definitions

If you missed "How to give up Golf" by Joe James last year it is still available at £1.50, published by Thomas Yoseloff Ltd. (London), 108 New Bond Street, London, W1Y 0QX. Some of the definitions will give you an idea of the general drift of this entertaining book.

"Green Smooth, closely mowed area where you four putt.

Putter Flat-faced unreliable club.

Water Hazard Large number of golf balls covered with water to prevent recovery by anybody but the Pro shop."